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Chapter 1770: Aim For Tang Qin Hao 

"Chunhua, what are you doing here? We have a lot of work to do. Follow me right now." Another maid 

said. 

She found Duàn Chunhua, the maid who kept staring at Yu Qi and Long Hui earlier slacking off. Duàn 

Chunhua was someone who just started working at Tang Residence under someone's recommendation. 

It would not be so wise of her if she was slacking off her job.  

"I am sorry." Duàn Chunhua quickly apologized to the other maid.  

"Come. We need people in the kitchen since there are a lot of things that need to be done for 

breakfast." The maid said.  

"We aren't usually busy for breakfast time like this. Why are we busy today?" Duàn Chunhua asked. 

"Oh, it has been a while since all of the family members gathered. So, we are a little bit lucky this 

morning." The maid said. 

"It is so lucky to be a member of a rich family." Duàn Chunhua admired the riches. 

"Well, we can just imagine that or get married to someone rich." The maid laughed. 

"Or get adopted like Miss Yu Qi." Duàn Chunhua said. 

"Yeah." The maid nodded. 

"She is so lucky that she did not have to get a job or worry about money." Duàn Chunhua said. 

The maid stopped and turned around to look at Duàn Chunhua.  

"You seem to misunderstand something." The maid said. 

"Huh?" Duàn Chunhua was confused. 

"You might be true that she does not worry about money. But she is a very hardworking person. She is a 

doctor. She is even a researcher. Not to mention, she has her own business empire that she needs to 

take care of. If she did not work, why do you think she is not around here?" The maid said.  

Not only her but other maids really liked Yu Qi. They liked to wear Qi Qi Skincare products. However, 

these products were kind of expensive.  

However, Yu Qi told them that they could purchase these products at a slightly lower price if they were 

working at Tang Residence. However, these products were only for personal use only. They could not 

buy it for other people.  

The process was that they just needed to inform the head steward, Hang Ji Chang, and Grandpa Hang 

would prepare the list and make the purchase first. It was helping the maids who were busy working and 

did not have time to go out shopping.  

"She is working as well?" Duàn Chunhua asked.  



She thought Yu Qi was going on vacation or something like that.  

"Of course. Do you know Qi Qi Skincare? She created that brand." The maid said.  

"What? That?" Duàn Chunhua was shocked. 

When she first came to Tang Residence, someone offered her to use the Qi Qi Skincare products, she 

immediately fell in love with the products.  

"So, you should never badmouth Miss Yu Qi. Everyone here likes Miss Yu Qi. Who knows? You might 

lose your job here." The maid warned Duàn Chunhua.  

Duàn Chunhua nodded. Of course, she did not want to lose this job. It paid her well. However, she still 

could not help feeling jealous seeing the life of riches. She wanted to be like that too.  

There was no way that she would be adopted. The only way left was to get married to the rich people.  

"Let's go now. We cannot talk here." The maid suddenly realized that they had stopped and talked here.  

... 

"Why are you looking at me like that?" Long Hui asked. 

"Well... Enjoy the view." Yu Qi chuckled.  

"Hmmm?" Long Hui glanced at his beloved Qi Qi.  

"Just now, the maid was staring at you. She was staring at you intensely." Yu Qi stated again.  

"Is my Qi Qi jealous?" Long Hui teased Yu Qi.  

"Humph!" Yu Qi rolled her eyes.  

They were walking around. Grandpa Hang called the two of them for breakfast.  

Yu Qi thanked Grandpa Hang and pulled Long Hui to go to the dining room. When they arrived there, 

everyone was already in the dining room except Grandpa Tang.  

Yu Qi saw the same maid that she saw this morning. She did not say anything else.  

However, it seemed this maid had other intentions. The maid pretended to fall onto Tang Qin Hao.  

Tang Qin Hao noticed the maid and grabbed her. The maid looked very grateful to Tang Qin Hao.  

Duan Chunhua smiled in her mind when Tang Qin Hao grabbed her. She targeted Tang Qin Hao since he 

was the only male who was single right now. 

Others already had their partners. She did not dare to make a move on other men because she was 

afraid of their partners.  

Her idea is to make Tang Qin Hao remember her. After that, she would greet Tang Qin Hao repeatedly 

until Tang Qin Hao could receive her and make her his girlfriend.  

What she did not consider was Tang Qin Hao returning home daily. The last time Tang Qin Hao returned 

home was about 4 months ago.  



And Tang Qin Hao really was not interested in anything or anyone. He only cared about his work.  

Watching this, Yu Qi did not comment anything. It was up to Tang Qin Hao.  

"If you cannot walk properly, then don't walk." Tang Qin Hao said. 

Everyone was looking at Duan Chunhua. Duan Chunhua was embarrassed about this, apologised to 

everyone, and rushed out of the dining room.  

 


